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Abstract
The field of agent-based modelling (ABM) has gained a significant following in
recent years, and it is often marketed as an excellent introduction to modelling
for the novice modeller or non-programmer. The typical objective of developing
an agent-based model is to either increase our mechanistic understanding of a
real-world system, or to predict how the dynamics of the real-world system are
likely to be affected by changes to internal or external factors. Although there
are some excellent ABMs that have been used in a predictive capacity across a
number of domains, we believe that the promotion of ABM as an ‘accessible to
all’ approach, could potentially lead to models being published that are flawed
and therefore generate inaccurate predictions of real-world systems. The purpose of this article is to use our experiences in modelling complex dynamical
systems, to reinforce the view that agent-based models can be useful for answering questions of the real-world domain through predictive modelling, but also
to emphasise that all modellers, expert and novice alike, must make a concerted
effort to adopt robust methods and techniques for constructing, validating and
analysing their models, if the result is to be meaningful and grounded in the
system of interest.
Keywords: Agent-Based Modeling, Model Development, Simulation-Based
Experimentation, Complex Dynamical Systems

1. Introduction

5

Through the ever-continuing advancements in hardware and software technologies, the scale and sophistication of modelling tools continues to increase.
In particular, the focus on developing agent-based modelling (ABM) tools over
the last two decades, has resulted in several standardized libraries emerging (see
[1] and [2] for discussion). These have allowed researchers with subject matter
expertise (but not necessarily computer science expertise or progamming experience) to quickly develop models of their real-world systems of interest, and
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to perform cause-and-effect experiments through computer simulations. The
underlying conceptual logic of the ABM approach is relatively simple for a newcomer to grasp, because real-world entities, such as a person or a biological cell,
can have a straightforward mapping to a computational analogue known as an
agent.
ABMs can provide a powerful means by which to formulate a model that
replicates the known characteristics and behaviour(s) of a real-world system, or
to explore and experiment on the dynamics and underlying mechanistic behaviour(s) of the system, where individual agents are autonomous and respond
to the simulated environment [3]. The behaviour of agents is governed by predefined agent rules, and even the simplest agent rules can give rise to complex
population level phenomena. It is the study of the resultant population behaviours with respect to the heterogeneous and autonomous individuals that is
one of the key advantages of agent-based modelling [4], and has led to its rapid
rise in adoption over the past decade [5, 6, 7]. For instance, the agent-based
approach has been used in a diverse range of disciplines including the modelling
of: diseases in biology [8]; financial markets [9] and the British banking sector
[10] in economics; the movement emergent segregation of communities within a
reimplementation of Shelling’s Bounded Neighbourhood Model [11] and violent
crime [12] in social science; the effects of communication technologies on virtual
project team performance [13] in management science; and seasonal impacts in
agriculture [14]. We believe that this has been driven primarily by the ability
of agent-based modelling and simulation to investigate questions regarding the
causal relationships and mechanistic underpinnings to system dynamics, which
traditional modelling techniques, such as differential equation-based, system
dynamics (system-based models), and discrete event simulation (process-based
models) cannot address [3, 16]. This is supported by Epstein [4] who states that
“agent-based models provide computational demonstrations that a given microspecification is in fact sufficient to generate a macrostructure of interest.” In
addition, the popularity of an agent-based approach has further risen through
the increase in the number of software development frameworks for agent-based
modelling and simulation [17].
Computational models can provide an interpretation (be that mechanistic
or dynamic) of the underlying real-world system data upon which the model is
constructed [18, 19, 20]. As per all types of models, agent-based models are simplifications of the real-world systems upon which they are based. In the course of
computational model design and development, decisions are made regarding the
interpretation of real-world system data and how this should be translated into
a form that can be used within a computational model. It is usually intractable
(from both a computational and domain knowledge perspective) to represent
every aspect of the real-world system, for all but the most simplistic of case
studies [21]. In addition, an inherent, but often forgotten aspect of simulation
studies is that the definitive mechanisms and values of various spatio-temporal
interactions within complex dynamical systems are not currently known. This
necessitates the incorporation of assumptions into the model, which adds a layer
of abstraction between the computational model and the real-world system un2
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der study. It is therefore essential that the effects of these decisions on the
simulation results are fully understood, as any assumptions made during the
design and development of the computational model, could have critical impact
on the simulation response [22, 23]. However, as discussed by Alden et al [24],
it is rare that a published model is accompanied by an in-depth description and
justification of the abstraction level taken during model design, and assumptions
made during model development.
Developing, running and analysing ABMs can be a challenge because even
simple ABMs, such as the predator-prey model [25], can generate complex emergent behaviours. We believe that the majority of novice modellers (including
domain experts who have begun to use ABMs within their research) are not
always aware of the varying aspects of uncertainty that are inherent to simulation results, especially those of stochastic dynamical systems, or indeed the
underlying ABM development frameworks. This occurs in the most part, from
an absence of training in software development during the years of formal education that researchers in diverse fields such as biology, economics, and the
social sciences, undergo at university. This is emphasised by Wooldridge [26]
who states that the development of agent-based models is a process of experimentation, but that the experimental process tends to encourage developers
to forget that they are actually developing software, and thus the core activities of software engineering (e.g. requirements analysis, specification, design,
verification, and testing) are often forgotten. In fact, it has previously been
argued that the ABM approach has been deemed inadequate for scientific use
due to the perceived lack of engineering rigour [27]. This is in part, due to the
weak validation and verification that has been performed on a number of the
published models over the past decade, which makes the results and predictions
from these models hard to trust [28]. We believe that with increasing experience
of developing ABMs of complex dynamical systems, these software engineering
principles can be acquired and strengthened over time however.
As highlighted above, many ABM environments allow a user to quickly instantiate models and produce results, however, we believe that this introduces
the risk of inexperienced modellers incorrectly interpreting their simulation results just as easily as they construct their models, which supports Bonabeau
[5] who argues that “although ABM is technically simple, it is also conceptually deep.” (see [29] for a primer on modelling and simulation-based systems
engineering). This introduces risks into projects that aim to use ABMs in a predictive capacity regarding behaviours and dynamics of a real-world system. We
believe that these risks fall into three main categories around: lack of detailed
design and specifications; analysis of simulation results; along with calibration
and uncertainty analysis. These are expanded below:
No Discernible Specifications: Due to space limitations of journal articles,
which do not always allow online supporting information, published models
are not always supported by a functional specification or formalised conceptual
model of the real-world system under study. As such the reader is sometimes
left feeling uncertain whether the ABM has represented the real-world system
appropriately. Without a functional specification (conceptual model), it is un3
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clear how validation can be performed, as the specification provides context
for judgements on the acceptability of interpolation or extrapolation of simulation results with respect to the real-world system of interest [30]. Similarly, we
have also found that technical specifications, which link the conceptual model to
the computational model are also sometimes omitted. As there are always constraints (and indeed different abstraction levels taken) regarding how a modeller
chooses to implement specific real-world mechanisms, the functional and technical specifications are pivotal in setting the context in which the simulation
data should be interpreted. After all, different abstractions and implementations, may produce different results.
Analytics Methods: A large number of ABM development and simulation
frameworks do not provide any corresponding analytics tools, and thus require
the research team to develop their own. Conversely, some of the more accessible
simulation frameworks for non-Computer Scientists provide a number of methods for live analytics within the tools, whereas in reality, other tools would be
better suited to process the simulated data. These latter tools incur the risk
of individuals trusting in the immediacy of the data output from their simulation, and may lead to false conclusions being made from single run experiments.
Non-ABM specific tools such as the statistical analysis software Matlab or R
provide a more comprehensive, purpose built utility for data processing, but
leave the modeller to develop the analytic scripts themselves.
Calibration and Uncertainty Analysis: Calibration is an important process
when developing agent-based models of complex dynamical systems. Like other
modelling paradigms, agent-based modellers need to calibrate the baseline (normal state) behaviour for their simulation, in order to align the dynamics and
(specifically for ABM) emergent behaviours of the computational model with
those of the real-world system under study. This can be a time and resource intensive activity that requires close collaboration between modeller and domain
expert, the latter being key to ensure simulation results are well-grounded in
the target domain, and provide an acceptable baseline behaviour upon which
the results of subsequent simulation-based experimentation can be compared. It
is surprising how many published models lack discussion of calibration to realworld system dynamics (at a minimum) or uncertainty analysis of the calibrated
behaviours, but then go on to use the results of simulation-based experimentation in a predictive capacity. We conjecture that this may result from the
increased use of GUI-driven tools, which in our opinion are not always built
to accommodate the kind of exploratory analysis needed to calibrate models of
complex dynamical systems with emergent behaviours to known baseline dynamics. Recently, there has been considerable work around the area of calibration and uncertainty analysis of agent-based models: Read et al [21, 31] present
an approach for calibrating complex dynamical systems that accounts for the
underlying uncertainties inherent to the real-world system and the stochastic
agent-based model itself; Lamperti et al [32] use machine learning surrogates as
a way to build meta-models of the agent-based model in order to tackle parameter space exploration; Dosi et al [33] apply Kriging meta-modelling to explore
the parameter space and to develop a linear unbiased model of their complex
4
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(high-dimensional and non-linear) simulation model; Barde and van der Hoog
[34] present a proof-of-concept empirical validation method, which uses a three
step process of Nearly-Orthogonal Latin Hypercube sampling to generate a set
of parameter combinations, Markov Information Criterion (MIC) to score the
simulated data, and stochastic kriging to develop a surrogate model of the MIC
response surface.
This paper will present a number of key lessons learned from our experiences
in developing agent-based models of complex dynamical systems around three
main case studies: Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis, an animal
model of the human disease Multiple Sclerosis, that utilises complex intercellular interactions [35, 36]; the IL-1 stimulated Nuclear Factor-kappa B (NF-κB),
which is crucial to normal immune system function and utilises a complex intracellular signalling pathway [15, 37]; and the propagation of conflict within the
social networks of large software implementation projects [38]. Section two will
discuss how we can instill faith in our agent-based models of complex dynamical
systems, through the need for a principled approach to design and development,
and how adherence to a modelling and simulation development framework (in
our case the CoSMoS process) can promote the adherence to good software engineering principles, such as uncertainty analysis, validation and verification,
and rigorous statistical analysis of simulation results so that we are able to appropriately interpret results from the computational model in the context of
the real-world domain. Section three will provide a discussion of the importance of a principled approach to design and development of agent-based models
when they are used to investigate complex dynamical systems, in particular
the mechanistic interactions that give rise to the emergent behaviour(s) of the
system.
2. How can we Instill Faith in our Agent-Based Models of Complex
Dynamical Systems?
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The need for a principled approach to modelling and simulation of complex dynamical systems was the emphasis of a multidisciplinary research programme funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC grants EP/E053505/1 and EP/E049419/1, between 2007-2011). This
programme was titled the Complex Systems Modelling and Simulation (CoSMoS) Project1 , and resulted in the CoSMoS process [39]. This process provides
a framework of leading practice for developing and using simulations to explore
complex systems, and is comparable to project lifecycle methodologies used in
industry. The CoSMoS process is organised around phases, which contain a
set of products (deliverables), and associated activities. It has three phases:
the Discovery phase, which establishes the scientific basis of the project, identifies and models the domain of interest, and formulates scientific questions; the
Development phase, which produces the simulator; and the Exploration phase,
1 www.cosmos-research.org
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which uses the simulator for simulation-based experimentation, the results of
which are used to explore the scientific questions defined previously. Along with
these phases, there are key products associated with CoSMoS projects: Domain
Model, Platform Model, Simulation Platform, and Results Model (Figure 1).
This section will discuss a number of lessons learned from our experiences
with agent-based modelling of biological and social system case studies. The
section is structured around the phases of the CoSMoS process, which begins
with the discovery phase where we investigate the real-world domain and develop
a domain model, before progressing to the development phase, where the ABM
is developed and tested, and finally ending with the exploration phase, where we
perform simulation-based experimentation to answer questions of the real-world
complex system.
2.1. Discovery Phase
Before investing significant time and effort in computational model development, we need to ensure that the problem we as modellers believe we need to
solve, is actually a recognised and legitimate problem that needs solving in the
real-world. The discovery phase of the CoSMoS process focuses on this formulation of the problem from the real-world domain, and the subsequent formal
definition of this into a conceptual model, which has been termed a domain
model in the CoSMoS process. The domain in this context represents the realworld system, or part of the system due to an appropriate abstraction level.
Similarly, the research context in the CoSMoS process relates to the overall
context and scope of the computational model. The research context is of paramount importance, and can be thought of as the underlying thread of knowledge,
scope and assumptions, that runs throughout the entire CoSMoS project. The
scope, abstraction level, assumptions and constraints that are presented within
the domain model, provide the context behind how simulation results should be
validated, interpreted and evaluated [41].
The domain model represents our understanding of the system being studied,
and is in effect an abstract representation of the real-world system of interest
(the domain), which documents our understanding of the system into explicit
statements relating to assumptions, constraints and definitions of the underlying mechanisms and data, or indeed the structure of components and their
relationships/interactions within the system [42]. Andrews et al [43] advise that
as the domain model focuses on the real-world system, it should be free of any
simulation language or hardware platform bias, as the decisions on appropriate tools and technologies should be left until the full scope of the functional
requirements for the model are captured.
One of our recent modelling projects involved a complex dynamical system
from biology and focused on the IL-1 stimulated Nuclear Factor-kappa B (NFκB) signalling pathway. Briefly, NF-κB is a collective term for a family of
inducible dimeric transcription factors, and as such is an essential intracellular
messenger, which in conjunction with its signalling pathway connects various
extracellular stimuli to the induction of gene expression, cell proliferation, cell
differentiation, and cell survival. We have recently published our domain model
6

Figure 1: The CoSMoS process advocates an iterative lifecycle, consisting of three separate
phases (discovery, development and exploration), and creation of four key project artefacts
(domain model, platform model, simulation platform, and results model). The discovery
phase focuses on formulation of the problems to be investigated through use of the computational model, resulting in creation of a functional specification of the required real-world
behaviour to be simulated (domain model). The development phase focuses on transforming
the domain model into a technical specification (platform model) specific to the programming
language(s) and computer architectures to be used, and actual development of the computational model (simulation platform), including calibration, validation and verification. The exploration phase focuses on the simulation-based experimentation to investigate the real-world
problems of interest, and the generation of predictions (documented in the results model),
which facilitate the generation of novel hypotheses for subsequent testing in the real-world
arena. Reproduced under CC BY 4.0 from [40]
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in [40], and learned a number of valuable lessons on the process and modelling
techniques used within the modelling and simulation lifecycle. These are defined
below:
Lesson 1: Close collaboration between modeller and domain expert
is required to ensure a solid foundation of the real-world system.
Development of the domain model is an iterative process, where the various
views of the system are refined until they meet the abstracted view of the realworld system for the purposes of the simulation project. In our case, this meant
the domain model was refined until agreement was gained between the modeller
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and domain expert 2 . We adopted the deep curation approach [44] for each
domain model, which used manual curation of relevant facts and information
from the published literature, experimental datasets (gained through wet-lab
single-cell analysis by experienced Cell Biologists), and interactions with the
domain expert, to develop an initial model in a quasi-top-down manner.
Of particular note to an agent-based approach is that the domain model
should document our understanding of: the mechanistic behaviours of system
components, which will become our agents in the computational model; the
heterogenous dynamics of these components (see statistical analysis of NF-κB
dynamics in our domain model [40]); and the interactions between them lead to
the emergent behaviour of the system - these spatio-temporal, heterogenous, and
mechanistic underpinnings are suited to an agent-based approach, and indeed
we conjecture that the ability to model these aspects is the main strength of
ABMs over other approaches (e.g. differential equations, discrete event simulations, or process modelling). This iterative approach, with close liaison between
modeller and domain expert, ensures that an extended period of time is set aside
for comprehensive exploration of the real-world domain before development of
the computational model, and furthermore ensures the modeller has sufficient
understanding of the domain before design and implementation of the resulting
simulation-based experimentation.
Lesson 2: A variety of diagrammatic notations and statistical techniques are required to develop a comprehenisve conceptual model of a
complex dynamical system. For instance, the Unified Modelling Language
[45] was useful for defining the communication and sequence of interactions
between the various components of the NF-κB signalling pathway, the sequence
of activities within the system, and the low-level changes in state of components
within the system. Unfortunately, it was found to have deficiencies in defining
the network structure of the system, the hierarchical containment of individual
components, and the overall system’s view that links high-level system behaviours to low-level interactions between components, which were all overcome
through using informal free-form diagrams (termed cartoon diagrams by biologists). In addition, UML diagrams were unable to model the temporal dynamics
or to define the key rates, ratios and physical attributes of the system, which
required the use of descriptive tables and various statistical techniques [40]. For
instance, univariate and multivariate statistical analysis of the data was found
to provide a complementary view to the domain model that UML could not capture on its own. Through visualising the data as histograms, it quickly became
evident that the data was highly skewed, and that any assumptions to a normal distribution, which requires a symmetrical distribution around the modal
value, would be incorrect. Due to the uncertainty about direction of difference,
2 We have found that collaboration between a modeller (software skilled computer scientist)
and domain expert provides for a higher quality ABM, although understand that this is not
always possible, and that there are times where a field researcher also has the necessary
software development skills himself/herself, in particular those that have traversed disciplinary
boundaries or have interdisciplinary backgrounds.
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two-tailed χ2 goodness of fit tests were therefore used to identify the type of
distribution that the data approximated to, which in our case was a negative
binomial distribution. Cluster analysis and principal component analysis were
also used to investigate whether there were any hidden groupings within the
data points. This was important, because the single-cell analysis data would be
used to design the spatio-temporal and interaction dynamics of the individual
agent behaviours within our ABM.
Lesson 3: A top-down approach is more intuitive than a bottomup approach when modelling complex dynamical biosystems. We used
a top-down approach for modelling the NF-κB signalling pathway, which used
three distinct hierarchical levels of the system: overall system-wide behaviours
and dynamics, component-level interactions, and dynamics of individual components. We believe that developing the domain model using the increasing
level of details that comes from a top-down approach is more intuitive than a
bottom-up approach when modelling the complex emergent behaviours inherent to biological systems. This is because the concept of expanding functional
aspects of complex biological systems (such as the NF-κB signalling pathway)
through increasing the detail of lower level interactions, e.g. from their systemlevel properties, through to component interactions and individual component
dynamics, is more intuitive than the ability to conceptualise system-wide behaviours from individual component-level dynamics by reporting them first, and
then building up levels of the functional hierarchy. We do accept that this may
be discipline specific however, and are aware of examples, such as economics
[46, 47, 48], where a bottom-up approach is favoured due to the inability of topdown designed ABMs to represent consistently the micro and macro aspects of
reality in their domains of interest.
Lesson 4: Validation is not just for the computational model. The
iterative approach to developing the domain model, and the close collaboration
between the modeller and domain expert provides an ability to use a number
of validation techniques during model formulation. Unhelkar [49] advocates a
number of key validation and verification activities that may be used with UML
models. In addition, although Balci [50] provided an extensive review of verification and validation techniques that are suitable for computational model
development and simulation-based experiments, we were able to use a subset of
these techniques to validate our domain model of the NF-κB signalling pathway, which comprised: audits by the senior software engineer to ensure that the
modelling adheres to established practices; desk checking by the modeller to ensure that individual diagrammatic and statistical models are correct, complete,
consistent and unambiguous; face validation by the domain expert to compare
the complete domain model against their detailed understanding and judgment
of the real-world biological system; and structured walkthroughs by the whole
group (modeller, senior software engineer and domain expert) to detect and
document faults.
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2.2. Development Phase
The development phase of the CoSMoS process focuses on translating the
domain model into a technical specification (termed platform model ) based on
the particular programming language/simulation framework to be used, and
development of the actual computational model (termed simulation platform).
As per the domain model, the platform model may be a collection of informal
notes relating to relevant aspects of the domain, but may also include informal
sketches (such as cartoons), more formal diagrams (such as those produced with
UML), mathematical equations, scientific constants (e.g. rate constants), and
physical descriptors (such as size, quantity, location, and speed) of simulation
components and functions. Unlike the domain model, the key differentiator of
the platform model is that it is required to include an implementation specific
focus and should therefore document programming language specific requirements and/or workarounds, which may be required due to the programming
language or computer architecture constraints during development of the simulator. The platform model also has a wider scope, outside of the specific simulation platform, in that it also includes the concept of instrumentation, which
allows observation of system dynamics (through for example a visual front-end);
the extraction of simulation data from the simulation platform; and analysis of
this data as the basis for the results model (key deliverable of the exploration
phase).
The third product of a CoSMoS project, is the simulation platform, which
“encodes the platform model into a software and hardware platform upon which
simulations can be performed” [39]. Whereas the platform model is the implementation specific abstraction of the domain model, the simulation platform
is the instantiation of this in actual code. Our most recent ABMs of biological [37] and social [38] systems were developed using the Flexible Large-scale
Agent-based Modelling Environment (FLAME) [51]. FLAME agents are defined
within an XML template, which specifies the agent attributes and internal (XMachine) states, and requires an additional set of C files, where the rule-based
functionality associated with agent interactions is defined. Following model specification within these templates, the FLAME toolset parses the XML and C
code to generate executable simulation code. The FLAME toolset also provides
a simulation engine that manages the execution of simulations, and the interactions between the X-Machine agents (through a centralised message board).
Time is discretized into time-steps, and within every time-step the individual
X-Machines iterate through their internal (computational) states, which may
culminate in interactions with other X-Machines, and updates to their (simulated) real-world domain states.
We have learned a number of valuable lessons following the development of
our platform model and simulation platform, which are defined below:
Lesson 5: Crucial to ensure separation of the conceptual model of
the real-world system versus the technical specification of the ABM.
Although advocated by the CoSMoS process and several others [18, 41, 29], we
learned independently, the need for the abstracted view of the real-world system
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to be kept seperated from (and not combined with) the technical specification
of the computational model. This separation ensures the abstracted view of the
real-world system and the technical specifications of the computational system
remain discrete models, and thus aims to minimise confusion (between the modeller and domain expert) during the development of the computational model
around what aspects of the programming code relate to real-world functional
requirements, and what aspects are necessary as technical workarounds due
to constraints of the specific programming frameworks being used (e.g. in our
case: Java MASON [35, 36], Communicating Stream X-Machines [52, 53], and
FLAME [38, 37]). As such, we believe the process of platform modelling to be an
integral part of the development lifecycle for computational models of complex
dynamical systems, and that its key value (in our projects) was in providing an
unambiguous technical specification for the resultant computational model.
This was particularly important for our ABM of the NF-κB signalling pathway because: a number of assumptions were made on how real-world dynamics of the system would be represented in the model, such as the movement
of agents within the internal structures of a biological cell environment, and
the probabilistic (and often reversible) interactions of agents following their
movement into the interaction boundary zone of a complementary agent; mappings between real-world biological states and internal computational model
states were defined; technical workarounds were developed due to the modelling framework chosen (in our case FLAME); and constraints were encountered,
which needed overcoming, such as the need to reduce the number of agents
from circa 500,000 in the real-world domain to 5,000 in the ABM to ensure
simulation-based experimentation was tractable. In addition, we were required
to develop a number of peripheral computational tools (termed instruments) in
order to run simulations and analyze the resultant data: Python scripts to allow
generation of XML starting parameter files for running simulations in FLAME;
Ruby, MS DOS batch, and Unix shell scripts, to allow submission of simulation
runs to computing resources; Python and R scripts to analyze the data and
automatically generate various graphs; a visualization front-end to provide an
animated view of system dynamics over time; and Python and Matlab scripts
to analyze the output data for statistical significance and effect magnitude.
Furthermore, regarding the validity of the platform model, we believe that
the ODD (Overview, Design Concepts, and Details) protocol developed by
Grimm et al [54, 55] may be useful for ensuring a comprehensive platform model
is developed, and in a standardised way. Indeed, Stepney [56] has discussed how
the CoSMoS process is ODD protocol compliant, and has provided a mapping
between the ODD protocol components and CoSMoS project documentation.
In addition, the ODD protocol has recently been updated to define the decision
making that takes place by humans within complex social and environmental
systems, which should standardise the way that human decision making is modelled within ABMs of complex systems that involve humans (e.g. social systems,
economics, epidemiology).
Lesson 6: Important to ensure sufficient time for understanding
the intricacies (and limitations) of the specific modelling framework
11
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in order to develop suitable workarounds. Two main technical issues were
encountered during the development of our recent ABM of the NF-κB signalling
pathway, which were due to the background design decisions taken during the
development of the FLAME simulation framework and the associated mechanisms for processing the internal state transitions of the X-Machines [57, 51].
The first issue related to the efficient handling of basal dissociation of the NFκB-IκBα inhibited complex back to free NF-κB agents and IκBα agents. The
second issue related to the use of a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG),
and the need to set an associated seed value at the simulation level.
The first issue around basal dissociation related to the computational workaround needed for simulations to run efficiently. Briefly, upon binding of IκBα
with NF-κB to form the inhibited complex, instead of the IκBα agent having its
3D cartesian (X, Y, Z) coordinates set at each time-step to mirror that of the
relevant NF-κB agent, we instead chose to update the status of the NF-κB agent
to be that of the inhibited (bound) complex, and removed the IκBα agent from
the system in order to improve the efficiency of simulation runs. This results
in a reduction in the total number of individual agents within the system, but
as the new status of the NF-κB agent models that of the inhibited complex, it
can be argued that the total number of NF-κB and IκBα molecules within the
system from a biological perspective remains consistent, and therefore respects
the principle of the conservation of mass [58]. Functionality to provide a small
degree of basal dissociation of the complex following its formation, required the
updating of the NF-κB agent’s state from inhibited to free, via a straightforward
update to the X-Machines internal memory, but it was necessary to introduce
new IκBα agents back to the simulation to model the release of inhibitor back
in to the system. The simplest approach to provide this functionality would be
to use a global counter, initially set to the highest agent ID of the set of IκBα
agents at the start of a simulation. Unfortunately, as FLAME was developed to
run across multiple clusters using parallel processing functionality, the concept
of a global mutable parameter does not exist, as this would make the running
of simulations inefficient due to the issue of concurrency locking. We expended
significant effort in identifying this problem and the subsequent development of
an efficient workaround.
The second issue relates to setting a seed value in order to use a PRNG.
The theory behind setting a seed value for a PRNG is that you set once per
simulation run, and use the random number functionality many times [59, 60]
within the simulation run. Unfortunately, as discussed above, due to the parallel
nature of FLAME, there is no ability to set or change a global constant from
within a simulation run, as it would be inefficient for this to propagate across
the multiple nodes within the computer cluster/grid. As such, not only can you
not update a global variable, such as total counts, but you are hindered from
setting the PRNG seed at the global level. You therefore encounter the issue
of either not being able to set your own PRNG seed value, and thus relying on
the seeds generated using the system clock, or to develop a workaround. Once
we had identified the fact that the only way to set the PRNG seed value was
within the definition of an agent (the C functions file), we were able to create a
12
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workaround where a dummy agent was created, whose sole purpose was to set
the PRNG seed value in the first time-step of a simulation run, with subsequent
removal from the simulation at time-step two - effectively killing the agent.
Lesson 7: Essential to engage with domain expert and to develop robust mapping between real-world dynamics and computational model to ensure calibration process is fit-for-purpose. Before
simulation-based experimentation can be performed, the agent-based model
must be calibrated so that baseline behaviours and system dynamics are established. This calibrated baseline is crucial to ensure that the resulting system
behaviours and dynamics that emerge following perturbations applied to the
computational model during simulation-based experimentation, are emerging
due to the intervention, and not as an artefact of model implementation [61].
Our ABMs of EAE [35, 36] and NF-κB [37] were calibrated against published
literature and the domain expert’s understanding of the complex dynamical
system of interest. The contribution of the domain expert in this calibration
activity has been essential to ensure the respective computational models were
not only grounded in the domain, but also adhered to the scope of the domain
and platform models, and that the individual agents appropriately modelled the
heterogeneous dynamics of data points from a population of their component
type in the real-world system (e.g. the negative binomial distribution of NF-κB).
As discussed by Kirschner et al [62], there are several approaches for estimating
the parameter values of computational models during the calibration process: 1)
direct experimental determination of a parameter; 2) simultaneous estimation
of several parameters at once by fitting experimental data to a model; and 3)
estimation of a parameter based on known values for a similar system.
The calibration process that we utilised to align the behaviour of our ABMs
with that of the underlying biological system used a mixture of the three approaches discussed by Kirschner for parameter value estimation. Environmental
parameter values were approximated from the literature; a number of parameter
values regarding agent interactions were arbitrarily set, such as the interaction
radius within which agents need to enter before they are eligible for probabilistic
binding, and the delay applied to nuclear receptors following translocation of
an agent before they may translocate another agent (with respect to the NF-κB
ABM); the parameters that we believe are fundamental to the emergent behaviour were estimated through a process of varying parameter values during
multiple simulation runs, until simulation dynamics approximated (via qualitative curve-fitting) to those of the data from the real-world complex system.
Stepney [63] advocates the need for a translation step in ascertaining the
desired simulation results that are required to calibrate computational models.
For example, the domain model may comprise both parameter values and experimental data (di ) derived from the real-world complex system, which following
scientific analysis yields domain results data (dr ). To move to the simulated
world, the domain model data needs to be translated to appropriate simulation
results values si , which can be documented in the platform model. A simulation
experiment, given input data si , and using the simulation parameters, functions
and methods (Tds ) called within the computational model during simulation
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runs, will produce raw simulation results data sr . Through the use of multiple
simulation replicates, this raw simulation results data is then processed to generate simulation output data (so ), which could comprise of the median averages
of the individual sr data. The calibration exercise is to adjust the simulation
parameters and translation functions Tds to achieve an approximation of domain results data to simulation results data (dr ∼ sr ). The relationship between
domain and simulation results does not need to be exact, because a certain degree of variation is required to produce the stochasticity inherent to complex
systems, be they biological or social; it does need to be statistically similar, or
show qualitative agreement however.
Lesson 8: Essential to understand the heterogeneity within the
real-world and computational systems. Read et al [21] and Alden et al [64]
advise that there are two sources of uncertainty within computational models of
real-world domains that require analysis before the results of simulation-based
experimentation may be used within a predictive capacity. The first source, epistemic uncertainty, arises because our knowledge of the real-world system that
we are modelling is incomplete, and therefore we do not have complete assurance
that the parameter values derived through the literature, the domain experts
professional opinion, and the calibration process, are wholly accurate [65]. The
second source, aleatory uncertainty, arises from the inherent stochasticity in
systems, be that the computational model itself, or the underlying real-world
system [65].
As discussed previously, one of the strengths of using an agent-based approach is the ability to generate stochasticity at the individual agent level. As
such, sources of randomness can be applied to the relevant places within the
model, as opposed to a more general noise term used by differential equation
models, which is often added arbitrarily to an aggregate equation. With this in
mind, it is important to understand whether simulation results are affected by
uncertainty in the computational and real-world systems. Statistical techniques
rely on the fact that all data required for model validation can be collected
from the system, and that the results of simulation can be compared with the
results from the real-world system when the model is run with the same input
data that derive the real system. Due to the stochasticity inherent to complex
dynamical systems, we need to ensure that comparisons between the model and
system outputs are made in the context of the uncertainty within the real-world
and computational systems.
Within our modelling project of the NF-κB signalling pathway, we performed
a number of statistical techniques on the biological (single-cell) data to understand the heterogeneous nature of the real-world system (see the statistical
techniques section of our domain model paper [40]), along with sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis on the parameters within our computational model, to
understand epistemic uncertainty within the ABM, which highlighted that a
small number of parameters displayed robust, yet fragile, dynamics. In addition, we performed aleatory uncertainty analysis to investigate the noise due to
the stochastic nature of the agent-based model following setting of PRNG seed
values for each replicate simulation run. Such aleatory uncertainty can severely
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affect our ability to compare experimental results against reference dynamics
(e.g. calibrated control dynamics) and thus interpret the simulation results with
respect to the real-world domain [66]. Our analysis indicated that a minimum
of 175 replicate simulation runs were required in order to generate stabilise
median averages of simulation data, mitigate the stochastic effects introduced
through setting different PRNG seed values, and thus develop confidence that
simulation results are representative of the experimental condition(s) on which
the simulation was run, and not an artefact of our computational model that is
caused by the specific PRNG seed value [37].
Lesson 9: Need for thorough verification and validation of the
ABM. Verification and validation are two fundamental processes within software engineering in general, and computational model development in particular, as underpinned by the IEEE 1012 system and software verification and
validation standard for software quality assurance [67]. For a high-level explanation of the difference between them, we refer to Boehm’s maxim “validation is
building the right system, whereas verification is building the system right” [68],
with Balci [50] providing a comprehensive discussion of validation, verification,
and testing techniques for simulation studies.
Balci [69] lists a taxonomy of validation and verification and categorises into
6 perspectives: informal, e.g. inspections, reviews and walkthroughs; static,
e.g. data flow analysis, semantic analysis, structural analysis, and syntax analysis; dynamic, e.g. graphical comparisons, sensitivity analysis, visualization,
and stress testing; symbolic, e.g. cause-effect graphing, and path analysis; constraint, e.g. boundary analysis, unductive assertions, and assertion checking;
and formal, e.g. induction, inference, and proof of corrections. By comparison,
Sargent [70] discusses three distinct types of validation (conceptual model validation, operational validation, and data validity) along with verification of the
computational model.
We used a number of the verification and validation techniques described by
Balci within the lifecycle of our modelling projects. Our experiences confirm
that of Gurcan [28], who argue that a number of the traditional techniques
for validation and verification are easily transferable to agent-based models,
and of Klugl [71], who suggests that the main problem with the process of
validating agent-based models of complex dynamical systems, is the lack of
available empirical data at the level of the agent interactions. We are however
cognisant that ABMs belonging to different fields are designed and developed at
different levels of abstraction, and will need to be validated in accordance with
disciplinary norms. For example, we are aware that validating ABMs within
the disciplines of economics and accounting/finance has been problematic for a
significant period of time, but has recently gained considerable attention from
the modelling community [72, 73, 74]. In addition, Axtell and Epstein [75]
advise that there are four levels upon which ABMs can be validated:
Level 0: The model is a caricature of reality, as established through
the use of simple graphical devices (e.g. allowing visualization
of agent notation);
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Level 1: The model is in qualitative agreement with empirical macrostructures, as established by plotting, say, distributional properties of the agent population;
Level 2: The model produces quantitative agreement with empirical
macro-structures, as established through on-board statistical
estimation routines; and finally,
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Level 3: The model exhibits quantitative agreement with empirical
micro-structures, as determined from cross-sectional and logitudinal analysis of the agent population.
2.3. Exploration Phase
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The exploration phase of the CoSMoS process focuses on simulation-based
experimentation (using the computational model), and translating the resultant
simulation data back to the real-world domain. These results are documented
within the Results Model, which provides an understanding of the real-world
complex system that has been gained through simulation and analysis of any
causal dynamics emerging from the experimental conditions that were used. We
have learned a key lesson following simulation-based experimentation with our
ABMs.
Lesson 10: Need for rigorous analysis of simulation data. Our
ABMs have taken an abstracted view of the relevant complex dynamical system in terms of both the agent types, and indeed the numbers of the respective
agents. As such, we cannot directly compare an executing model to the realworld data, and have therefore utilised the process advocated by Stepney [63]
in order to translate the real-world data into an appropriate range of numbers
for calibration of the simulation platform. We therefore believe that a rigourous
framework for calibration, uncertainty analysis, and interpretation of simulation results, is essential to ensure that the model adequately relates back to
the underlying real-world domain, and furthermore that we can have confidence that the results of simulation-based experimentation are reflective of the
experimental conditions and not a mere random occurence due to the stochastic
nature of the model.
As with all ABMs that utilise stochastic behaviours and set different PRNG
seed values for each replicate, there is significant aleatory uncertainty within
our models. Such aleatory uncertainty can severely affect our ability to compare experimental results against reference dynamics. This being the case,
aleatory uncertainty analysis allows us to investigate the uncertainty that is
introduced through the use of PRNGs, and to calculate a minimum number of
replicate simulations to generate a stable median average of the simulation results. The calculation of the minimum number of replicates, and its use within
simulation-based experimentation to generate a stable median, allows us to mitigate stochastic effects and thus develop confidence that our simulation results
are representative of the condition(s) on which the simulation was run, and not
an artefact of our computational model that is caused by any specific PRNG
seed value.
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Our aleatory uncertainty analyses have utilised the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test [76] and the Vargha and Delaney non-parametric A-Test [77] (a modified form of the Mann and Whitney U-Test [78]). The KS-Test is used to
understand the statistical significance of differences between two distributions,
and the A-Test is used to understand the effect magnitude (which we term scientific significance) of differences between two distributions. In our analyses,
we used the KS-Test and A-Test (KS-Test p-value less than 0.05 and A-Test
score <0.29 or >0.71) to interpolate when a stable median average was gained,
to calculate the minimum number of replicates needed for simulation-based experimentation. As discussed above, we discovered that 175 simulation replicates
were required for our NF-κB ABM, and similarly that 1,000 simulation replicates were required for our EAE ABM, in order to mitigate stochastic effects
from the use of different PRNG seed values, and thus develop confidence that
simulation results are representative of the condition(s) on which the simulation
was run. We also utilised the KS-Test and A-Test to investigate whether there
is statistical significance and scientific significance between the median average
distributions of simulation data from experimental conditions and control dynamics. We require both to be significant in order to infer causal relationships
between the simulation data and changes to the simulation setup (e.g. parameter
values with respect to calibrated control dynamics).
We believe that rigourous statistical underpinnings, such as those used within
our modelling projects, are not an added extra, but are in fact an essential part
of ABM development and analysis of simulation-based experimental results. We
also believe that without such rigour, it will be hard for the field of computational modelling to gain credibility with the wider scientific community.
3. Discussion
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Real-world systems are complex, with dynamical behaviours and characteristics that result from a highly connected set of interaction networks that
function through time and space. One of the main strengths of the computational systems approach, is that it focuses on three key properties of complex
systems: 1) system structures, 2) system dynamics, and 3) system control [79].
Agent-based modelling and simulation can be used to test our theories of the underlying mechanics of component interactions within systems and their resulting
dynamics. Specifically, the use of ABMs can facilitate the micro-to-macro mapping of systems [4] through the relaxing of assumptions or altering of the mechanistic interactions at the individual agent-level, to investigate the emergent
behaviour at the system-level. As such, they are a low-cost way for hypothesis
generation (of the real-world system) and directing experimental design to test
these (within the abstracted computational model). The ABMs thus become
a scientific instrument for investigation [80], and therefore require a principled
approach to their use, which is akin to the scientific method, to ensure they are
fit-for-purpose.
Due to a simulation being the executable form of a computational model,
the process of developing the model and encoding the real-world input data into
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the simulation, introduces many design decisions and assumptions that need to
be visible to all users and beneficiaries of the model, so that the simulation results generated through simulation-based experimentation can be appropriately
interpreted in relation to the real-world domain of interest. Credibility of the
results from simulation-based experimentation depends on a plethora of activities and approaches from software engineering, in particular, model correctness
and the accurate formulation of problems that need to be solved/investigated.
Therefore, a principled approach to design and development should be adopted, such as the CoSMoS framework, along with rigorous quality assurance
through verification, validation and testing (see Fachada et al [81] for discussion
of statistical tests that can be used on ABM simulation outputs). In addition,
although agent-based modelling and simulation is a powerful tool for increasing
our understanding of the mechanistic behaviours of complex dynamical systems,
caution should be applied when using simulation results in a predictive capacity. This is because all ABMs are ultimately abstractions of the real-world
systems that they capture, and this separation must be appreciated in the interpretation of simulation results [64]. In particular, the affects of uncertainty
within the computational model (aleatory uncertainty) and our understanding
of the real-world system (epistemic uncertainty) need to be considered when
using simulation-based experimentation for the purpose of making predictions
of the real-world complex system under study.
Finally, we would like to emphasise that the need for a principled approach to
design and development of ABMs that model complex dynamical systems cannot
be understated. We are aware that modern simulation frameworks have made
the development of ABMs relatively easy, even for domain experts, however
through first-hand experience in our ABM development projects, we are also
aware how easy it can be to inadvertently misinterpret simulation data, and
thus make incorrect predictions on real-world system dynamics. As such, we
would like to share these ten lessons learned during the design, development
and application of our ABMs of complex dynamical systems, and summarise
these in table 1.
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Number
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Lesson 7

Lesson 8

Lesson 9
Lesson 10

Lesson
Close collaboration between modeller
and domain expert is required to ensure
a solid foundation of the real-world system.
A variety of diagrammatic notations
and statistical techniques are required
to develop a comprehensive conceptual
model of a complex dynamical system.
A top-down approach is more intuitive
than a bottom-up approach when modelling complex dynamical biosystems.
Validation is not just for the computational model, but should also be performed on the conceptual model.
Crucial to ensure separation of the conceptual model of the real-world system
versus the technical specification of the
ABM.
Important to ensure sufficient time
for understanding the intricacies (and
limitations) of the specific modelling
framework in order to develop suitable
workarounds.
Essential to engage with domain expert(s) and to develop robust mapping
between real-world dynamics and computational model to ensure calibration
process is fit-for-purpose.
Essential to understand the heterogeneity within the real-world and computational systems.
Need for thorough verification and validation of the ABM.
Need for rigorous analysis of simulation
data.

Phase
Discovery

Scope
Specific

Discovery

General

Discovery

Specific

Discovery

General

Development

General

Development

General

Development

Specific

Development

General

Development

General

Exploration

General

Table 1: The Ten Lessons Learned. The ten lessons learned during the design, development, and application of our agent-based models of complex dynamical systems. The scope
column reflects the fact that we consider some lessons to be generalisable to all agent-based
modelling projects, and some to be specific to the particular objectives and/or research questions of the project. For instance, we are aware that although some of our lessons may be
essential in the natural and physical sciences due to the multi-disciplinary teams, they may
not be essential to all disciplines where it may be acceptable for the modeller to also act as
the domain expert.
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